CLE2022: A virtual Symposium on DWELLING

ALL TIMES ARE LONDON/DUBLIN BRITISH SUMMER TIME [BST]

Update of 10 May 2022: initials in bold highlight replace ZD

ABBREVIATIONS KEY: see end

Zoom link for room A: for break-out 1a, 2a, etc & specified plenary sessions
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/82453149591?pwd=ZEcwaEVi5VRWHk3Z25YcFoxc1BDdz09
Meeting ID: 824 5314 9591 Passcode: 357872

Zoom link for room B: for break-out 1b, 2b, etc & specified plenary sessions
https://ucd-ie.zoom.us/j/68512042472?pwd=QkxodWl2dGtYNjk2dW1CcmE4Y3pTdz09
Meeting ID: 685 1204 2472 Passcode: 460223

DAY 1 (Wed 11 May 2022)

TROUBLESHOOTERS: LW/NS (info@cle.world)

13.45 – 14.20 Plenary Welcome (room B)
NS introduce CLE; MG introduce topic
Welcome from UCD: Registrar Prof Barbara Dooley

Welcome HOST LW

14.30 – 15.30 Workshops (parallel)
Serene Hui & Valerie Williams-Sanchez + 10m break
Serene CHAIR RV (room A)
Serene HOST SH
Valerie CHAIR NS (room B)
Valerie HOST VWS

15.40 – 16.40 Plenary Keynote 1: Colin Ellard (room B) + 10m break
Ellard CHAIR YY
Ellard HOST MN

16.50 → Plenary virtual drinks (room B)
Host & close: MN

DAY 2 (Thu 12 May 2022)
9.30 – 10.50  Break-out 1 (3+3)
2 x Parallel: 30m talks + 50m discussion  + 10m break

Group 1a = Yeung, Petocz, Cucuta (room A)  Dwelling & embodiment
1a CHAIR  RV
1a HOST  RV

Group 1b = Radaviciute, Wagstaff, Nguyen (room B)  Impermanent places, lost homes
1b CHAIR  NS
1b HOST  LW

11:00 – 12.00  Plenary AGM (room A)  + 10m break
AGM CHAIR  NS
AGM HOST  RV

12.00 – 13.10: lunch (70m)

13.10 – 14.30  Break-out 2 (3+3)
2 x Parallel: 30m talks + 50m discussion  + 10m break

Group 2a = Chutter, Clarke, Ross (room A)  Threat & crisis
2a CHAIR  YY
2a HOST  RV

Group 2b = Castro e Silva, O’Brien, Raynal (room B)  Interior to exterior
2b CHAIR  MG
2b HOST  LSL

14.40 – 15.40  Plenary Keynote 2: Alison Blunt (room A)  + 10m break
Blunt CHAIR  NS
Blunt HOST  LW

15.50 – 17.20  Break-out 3 (4+4)
2 x Parallel: 40m talks + 50m discussion

Group 3a = Sawin, Nevin, Crawshaw, Campbell et al (room A)  Dwelling in memory
3a CHAIR  YY
3a HOST  MN

Group 3b = Chen, Gallagher, Boom et al, Ellis (room B)  Place & displacement
3b CHAIR  NS
3b HOST  LSL

DAY 3 (Fri 13 May 2022)

9.30 – 11.00  Break-out 4 (4+3)
2 x Parallel: 40m talks + 50m discussion  + 10m break
Group 4a = Goana, Saint-Loubert, Chapman, Karamercan (room A)  Dwelling & language
4a CHAIR  RV
4a HOST  RV

Group 4b = Pettine, Pancini, Inugai Dixon (room B)  Ruminating on home
4b CHAIR  RC
4b HOST  NS

11.10 – 12.10  Plenary Keynote 3: Rachel Hurdley (room A)  + 10m break
Hurdley CHAIR  MN
Hurdley HOST  RV

12.20 – 13.40  Break-out 5 (3+3)
2 x Parallel: 30m talks + 50m discussion  + 10m break

Group 5a = Buonvivere, Paxman, Randell-Moon (room A)  Habitats, inhabiting, re-inhabiting
5a CHAIR  YY
5a HOST  RV

Group 5b = Keenan O'Shea, Nashef, Gandikota (room B)  Negotiating dwelling
5b CHAIR  MG
5b HOST  LW

13.40 – 14.50: lunch (70m)

14.50 – 16.20  Break-out 6 (4+4)
2 x Parallel: 40m talks + 50m discussion  + 10m break

Group 6a = Jones, Rudolph, Messaoudi, Spector (room A)  Architecture & housing
6a CHAIR  YY
6a HOST  YY

Group 6b = Lika, Wright, Goodwin, Liu (room B)  Care & Covid
6b CHAIR  MN
6b HOST  LW

16.30 – 17.50  Plenary Workshop Round-up + Farewell (room B)
Round-up CHAIR  MG
Round-up HOST  NS

ABBREVIATIONS KEY
LSL = Laëtitia Saint-Loubert
LW = Loura Whitham
MG = Mary Gallagher
MN = Maika Nguyen
NS = Naomi Segal
RC = Robert Crawshaw
RV = Ricarda Vidal
SH = Serene Hui
UCD = University College Dublin
VWS = Valerie Williams-Sanchez
YY = Yang Yeung
ZD = Zeina Dghaim